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PREFACE

This Memorandum describes the problems connected with rotating

Air Force personnel between ConUS and overseas locations. It presents

and explains the functioning of a Rotation Base Model for estimating

certain manpower requirements caused by rotation. The model was

developed because of RAND interest in the effect of OSD Civiliani-

zation Programs on the Air Force, and represents an initial attempt

to calculate Air Force rotation base manpower requirements by means

of mathematical programming. Use of the model will indicate those

important factors in the force management process that must be taken

into account in future quantitative models. Quantitative explanations

of the model are contained in appendices, and only minimal kziowledge

of the Air Force Personnel and Manpower structure is assumed in the

remainder of the Memorandum.

The model was initially briefed to the Manpower and Personnel

offices of the Air Staff and to tht: Military Personnel Center in March

1967. This Memorandum is intended for those planners in the Manpower

and Personnel area who must estimate the required size and composition

of the Air Force. It should also be thought-provoking to anialyst•

interested in a problem that has barely been considered, and that can

be approached from a variety of methodological points of view.

I I I I I II1
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SUMMARY

Approximately one-third of all Air iorce personnel are oiverseas

and two-thirds are in the continental United States (ConUS). It hts

been traditional policy to allow servicemen returning from overseas

a "reasonably" long tour in the United States prior to the next over-

seas tour; so that ConUS tours are generally about twice as long as

overseas tours. In theory, then, the tour groups are balanced. While

the presence or absence of dependents and area desirability affect

actual overseas tour lengths and prevent precise overall statements,

for certain groups of specialties the picture is one of imbalance.

There is a strong demand for specialty gro'ups such as armament personnel

and postal personnel in short-tour overseas areas without a balancing

demand for these personnel types in the ConUS. This creates the problem

of maintaining a "rotaLion base"--a reservoir of personnel from which

to support overseas requirements.

In practice, ConUS tour lengths in thi: imbalanced specialties are

adjusted, and personnel assignment and training policies are modified

to cope with overseis requirements. The Air Force manpower structure

adapts to imbalances through a loosely coordinated group of offices.

The imbalance figures computed by the Military Personnel Center are

used most directly by the Directorate of Manpower and Organization.

This Dire, orate attempts to reduce imbalances by replacing overseas

militarx authorizations with civilian authorizations, or ConUS civilian

authorizations with military authorizations. The Directorate of

Personnel Training uses the imbalance computations to derive projec-

tions of the number of personnel who must be cross-trained in order to

meet requirements.

The current method of computing imbalances (designed by Major

Harry F. Kagan, Military Personnel Center) is adequate for the contin-

uous policy review cycle described above. But occasions arise--as in

the OSD Civilianization Programs underway since August 196b--which

make it necessary to compute a numerical lower bound of the military

forces required in ConUS to support rotation requirements. The model

described here takes account of the cross-training and substitutability



of personne_ and yields a more precise estimate of this lower bound

than the Kagan model. Its function is not tn remedy imbalances by

substituting military personnel for civilians, or vice versa, nor to

generate optimal rcLation or training policies. It merely accounts

for numerical requirements and stated cross-training and assignment

policies in existence at . point in time, and indicates the military

manpower pool required to support those reijufrements.

The model's numerical results are '.bLained through a network of

"assignment classes" and "tour areaN." Assignment classes are arbitrary

groupings of grades, skill levels, and Air Forcc Specialty Codes (AFSCs).

Tour areas are collections of bases of tho same type and tour length.

Each assignment-class/tour-area pair specifies a "node" in the network.

For example, such a pair might be: staff sergeants: jet-engine mechanics,

at skill level 5, assigned to 36-month tours in Europe. The axcs in the

network represent possible a.signment actions given cross-training and

assignment policie,. A network flow algorithm then generates that set

of rotation and cross-training actions that meets requirements at all

bases, insures that individuals do not stay in overseas areas btyond

specified overseas tour lengths, and minimizes the total staff in

training and assigned to all bases.

The model and approach described here can be extended to obtain

more accurate estimates of militarv manpower requirements by including

other types of management actiuns %ow taken by the Air Force to reduce

imbalances, such as retenticn of dual AFSCs. Inclusion of pipeline

times would further refine estimates of requirements. The existing

model and the family of possible successors can also be used to examine

the size of the required rotation base as a function of tour lengths

snd personnel assignment policies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE ROTATION BA.SE PROBLEM

The United States Air Force requires personnel at locations

scattered throughout the world. Approximately one-third of the entire

force is assigned to overseas areas, aad of this portion approximately

25 percent are assigned to remote or isolated locations. The individduals

required to man this force comprise four operating skill levels in over

'45 different occupational specialty fields, Requirements by specialty

and skill mix differ from one geographic area to another. For example,

more tactical armament specialists are required in overseas areas than

in the continental Uinited States (ConUS), while strategic missile

personnel are seldom required out of ConUS.

The tour length, or time a given airman is assigned to a given

base, varies both by geographic area and, in practice, by specialty.

Specified tour lengths reflect the desirability of assignment in a

particular geographical region, and range from 12 months in isolated

or remote areas to 48 months (with some extensions possible) in areas

deemed to possess "acceptable patterns of American living."

Miile a multitude of personnel assignment policies guide and con-

strain the rotation situation, the underlying philosophy is the attempt

to share desirable and undesirable duty by rotating people back to the

United States between periods of overseas duty. At any point in time

only a portion of the people in each specialty group in ConUS can be

assigned overseas. Personnel are not assigned overseas who have only

recently joined the service, who have recently changed basets in ConUS,

who are in student or "controlled" tours, or who are awaiting separation.

These restrictions on overseas movement lead to an "available" or

"eligible" fraction.

While assignment policy permits voluntary consecutive overseas

tours in a variety of cases, the central policy intent is to return

overseas personnel to reasonably long tours in ConUS. The overriding

Overseas Duty of Military Personnel, Departnwnt of Defcrns,

DOD Directive 1315.7, April 6, 1963.
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goal, of course, is to meet mission requirereents, and this frequently

necessitates modifying tour lengths, eligibility rules, and training

programs. The magnitude of the asFignment effort is startling. In

fiscal 1966, approximately 300,000 assignment actions involving moves

occurred.

The rotation process described thus far leads to an aggregated

model, and permits a straightforward estimate of the ConUS personnel

base required to support rotation. If ConUS tour lengths are to be

about twice overseas tour lengths, about twice as many military person-

nel are required in ConUS as overseas simply to support overseas re-

quirements. There are a variety of elements that complicate this

two-to-one ratio, The length of actual overseas tours is increased

if a man's dependents accompany him. Personnel moving into new as-

signments frequently require formal training prior to assignment, and

they also take leave between assignnerits. Personnel completing as-

signments in ConUS or overseas may choose to leave the Air Force

entirely, and are thus not available for reassignment. New personnel

enlisted to replace losses must undergo formal basic and technical

training. Furthermore, the manpower requirements by specialty and

skill are not constant over time but vary as organizations, missions,

and weapon systems change. Finally in an effort to cope efficiently

with this continual flood of reassignment actions, the Air Force uti-

lizes cross-training extensively. That is, personnel in one specialty

who are completing an assignment overseas, but who are nut required

in that specialty in ConUS, will be reassigned to another specialty,

possibly requiring formal cross-training prior to the actual assign-

ment. In specialties where retention rates are fairly high ("loss"

rates are low), this results in a number of "dual-qualified" personnel

who can be assigned into either of two specialties. The existence

of such groups complicates estimation of the requized ConUS rotation

base.

The rotation process requires study because of the cost involved,

both simple transportation cost and the productivity loss that over

300,000 moves per year entail. Even estimates of the magaitude and

composition of the required military personnel rotation base are
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important, While the results are useful in normal force planning,

force size during the 1950-1965 era never required justification on
the basis of supporting rotation, In 1965, however, with the inlti-

ation of an OSD civiLianization program to ensure that military person-

nel were not performing functions that civilians could perform, the

question of basic m ary requirements became pertinent. A variety

of factors dictate manning by purely ,ilitary personnel--combat,

discipline, security, training, ard ceremony--but among the most

important factors are the military rotation babe, the military career
progression base, and the military cadre or combat expansion base.

The rotation base has already been deiined. The military career
progression base is the set of positions within the structure of the

Air Force through which Air Force personnel must pass in order to gain

experience for other positions. For instance, a future civilianizatLon

program could not remove all jet engine technician positions from the
military structure without preventing military personnel from acquiring

the experience necessary to progress to jet engine maintenance super-

intendent.

The basic military cadre is the organizational core required to

deploy and support combat forces and to provide the training capacity

necessary to replenish those forces. Therefore the question of the
required military rotation base is a relevant one. This Memorandum

presents a model that applies to that question.

TREATMENT OF THE ROTATION SITUATION IN PRACTICE

Several offices of the Air Force continually observe and manage
rhe rotation situation, and adjust rotational imbalances. The Military

Personnel Center (MPC) at Randolph Air Force Base, Texas, distributes
and administers the existing military personnel resource in accordance

with established Air Force policies. >MPC notes the overseas numerical

requirements and tour length for each specialty and determines the
staff required in ConUS to support rotation into that specialty under

existing policies. I4PC then notes the stated requirement for that
specialty in ConUS. If the rotation base required in ConUS exccuds the

authorized number in ConUS, the specialty is "imbalanced." From M3C

I
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the balance calculations move to the Directorates of Personnel Training

and Education, Personnel Planning, and Manpower and Organization, in

United States Air Force Headquarters. Training estimates the number of

new accessions that must enter initial technical training and cross-

training to meet the requirements in each imbalanced specialty. Person-

nel Plans examines and modifies personnel policy in light of the balance

daca. Personnel are restricted from movement into fields with Con.US

"overages" and directed into fields with overseas shortages. Personnel

policies with eligibility implications are reviewed to alleviate problems

in critical areas. Finally, Manpower examines the distribution of ci-

vilian and military manpower authorizations in the imbalanced specialties,

and attempts to increase the number of civilians used overseas to reduce

rotation requirements and increase the number of military authorizations

in ConUS to provide spaces for the rotation base. Thus manpower

author'zations, personnel policies, and training policies continually

adapt to meet Air Force requirements.

gSTIaATES OF THE ROTATION BASE REQUIREMENT

Until 1965 no precise estimator of the overall military personnel

rotation base requirement was available. The overall two-to.one ConUS-

Overseas ratio appeared generally consistent with personnel assignment

policies. To handle additional ConUS manpower authorizations for pipe-

lines, training, transients, and losses, the 2.33-to-i ConUS-Overseas

ratio was frequently cited as desirable. In 1965 the Military Personnel

Center examined, by specialty class, the correlation between ConUS tour

lengths and the ratio of overseas to ConUS requirements. The obvious

expectation was that low ratios lead to satisfactory ConUS tour lengths.

The finding was that the Lime between ConUS and overseas tours varied

widely between grades in the same skill, and between the same grades

in differing skills; and for a single grade and skill, varied widely

over time. in an effort to compute rotation base requirements based

on a stabilized ConUS tour length, Major Harry F. Kagan, Military

Persont|,?l Center, cons tructed a model of the rotation process , which

could estimate thu ConUS mentpower positions required to support overseas



needs, given existing overseas assignment policies. This computation

includes tour lengths at different locations, numerical manpower re-

quirements by assignment class, and the eligibility of individual

personnel for overseas movement. The Kagan model essentially pictures

rotation as movement within a single AFSC group from ConUS to overseas*

points, and then back to ConUS. Kagan's model is currently used by

both the Military Personnel Center to provide officer imbalance data

and by Personnel Planning to provide airman imbalance data. In order

to further refine the estimate of the required rotation base, it

became desirable to increase the number of factors considered in the

computation. The additional factor considered was the substitutability

between different specialties, perhaps through cross-training.

The rotation problem was thus pictured as a network of nodes and

directed arcs, the nodes being the various specialties required at

various geographic Ic-ations, aid the arcs connecting all pairs of

nodes between which assignment actions were possible, including as-

signment through cross-training. The rotation model constructed
.4

minimizes total manpower required while meeting manpower authorizations

at all bases. It achieves this minimization by scheduling all re-

assignment and cross-training actions for personnel completing tours.

Thu object in constructing this initial model was to derive an

estimate of rotation base requirements that takes account of the Air

Force capability to cross-train individuals and assign them into

specialties similar to the primary specialty. Given the model de-

scribed in this Memorandum, the data at the Air Force Military Personnel

Center, and estimates of cross-training time. between specialties, it

A concurrent rotation model considers more ,onstraining person-

nel policies. It was developed by F. C. Sorenson, Logical Model
Reprsentin Flow in the U.S. Army: Ccnsiderations Relative to Re-
duction of Turbulence, U.S. Army Personnel Research Office, Technical
Research Note 156, July 1965. Sorenson's formulation permits certain
types of consecutive overseas tours, prevents other types of con-
secutive overseas tours, and controls the fractions of the force which

may receive various types of assignments. The Sorenson work resulted
in a series of nomographs which relate tour lengths in ConUS to the
fraction of the force that can receive certain types of assignments.

I|
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is possible to estimate the rotation base for the entire Air Force or

for any subset such as the Air Defense Command or the Maintenance

Career Area.

The remainder of this Ruemorandum discusses the structure of ro-

tation models in general, and the capabilities of the existing Kagan

and Sorenson approaches. It then describes in more deLail Lhe initial

RAND Rotation Base Model (RBM-t) and indicates some applications and

possible extensions. Appendices are included that contain the quanti-

tative and logical model structure, the data formats, input control

cards, output reports of the computer program, and a sample problem.

The RAND Corporation will supply the computer program to qualified

requestors.

Rotation models may be static or dynamic; may be descriptive or
normative; may concern themselves with policy modification or may
merely reflect existing policy; may take requirements as known or
uncertain; and may be directed at many criteria.



II. MODELS OF THE ROTATIGN PROCESS

The rotation process can be modeled in a variety of ways. It can

be viewed as a dynamic process in which requirements are assumed

known over time, or it can be viewed as a process in equilibrium with

unchanging requirements. The dynamic approach will indicate surges,

bottlenecks in the system, and the -ime-phasing of personnel. But

the dynamic approach also requires a model of greater complexity, and

with this complex a problem, usually must forego optimization in favor

of simulation or simple description.

A rotation model may reflect fixed policies and assignment con-

straints that affect personnel movements or, by modifying policy

variables, it may optimize some criterion measure such as total man-

power or total cost. Policy variables that might be considered include

the civilian-military mix by location, the extent to which cross-training

is used, the control of retention rates as a function of cost, and

the use of contractor services as a substitute for military personnel

The current RAND model considers the rotation situation to be in

equilibrium, and minimizes total manpower by determining a set of

personnel cross-training actions. The policy variables of tour length,

eligibility percentage, and retention rate are included but are fixed.

THE CURRENT AIR FORCE ROTATION INDEX

As mentioned in Sec. I, the computational treatment of the

rotation base problem the Air Force now uses is the Kagan model. The

model was developed to provide rotation base indices of imbalance for

use by Headquarters USAF in the Phase I Civilianization programming;

it utilizes personnel data available at the Military Personnel Center.

Each AFSC, skill level, and grade (grouped to form an "assignment

class") are considered separately. The Kagan model assumes:

1. Assignments at overseas locations are grouped by tour length.

2. Numerical manpower requirements are specified for each as-
signment class at each overseas location.

3, Consecutive overseas tours are negligible. Personnel rotate
from overseas directly back to ConUS.



4. Pipeline times are negligible.

5. An average eligibility factor is estimated for each as-
signment class. This factor is determined by personnel
policies and the force composition, and includes peading
separation actions, medical qualifications, deferment status,
and controlled tours.

Given these assumptions, personnel return to ConUS from the differ-

ent overseas locations at a rate that depends on the number of personnel

assigned to the location and the tour length. Replacement personnel

flow at the same rate from ConUS to these areas. The number of person-
nel required in the assignment class in ConUS to support rotation

depends on this flow rate, the ConUS tour length, and the eligibility

factor.

For any fixed assignment class,

let b4  required number of personnel in that assignment class
in some overseas location j. Assume there are M - 1
overseas tour areas.

j= tour length in location j.
CI fraction in the specific assignment class who are

eligible for overseas assignment.

X. - number of personnel assigned to location j.
Let j I denote the ConUS location for the specific assignment

class. The object of the Kagan model is to determine X,, the ConUS

requirement to support the M - 1 overseas locations for the specific

assignment class.

The number flowing out of each location per unit time is therefore

Xj /I The number of consecutive overseas tours is negligible. The

number of personnel in this assignmenc class leaving ConUS per unit

time must then be

M

j=2j

The eligibility factors are determined in practice by scanning
the entire personnel data file and computir- the fraction of ConUS-
based personnei in each assigrunent class eliJible for overseas as-
signment under existing personnel policies.
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Each returning person must remain in ConUS for time units,

and hence to support this outflow, the basic ConUS requirement is
M

V
L J-2#

Accessions, losses, and other constraints on overseas movement are

accounted for by the eligibility factor Y. Since only the fraction 0' can

move overseas, the ConUS requirement becomes

11 M X

Xl a
4=j2

To minimize this, Kagan chooses X, bi, the requirement at j

obtaji-ing

"1 j=2

which is the nu..rýbr of individuals in the particular assignment class

in ConUS requirea tc support rotation into that class at all overseas

bases.

Finally, to account for existing ConUS requirements that are in-

dependent of overseas rotation base requirements, the expression for

X1 may be modified to obtain

X =-m a.- 2 (b

As an example consider three assignment classes and one overseas location

as shown in Table 1.

Table 1

EXAMPLE OF KAGAN MODEL

Assignment Class

Variable 1 2 3

Overseas requirement 0 8,000 10,000
Independent ConUS requirement 75,000 15,000 0
Overseas tour length (months) 24 12 12
ConUS tour length (months) 48 48 48
Eligibility factnr I 1 1



IA. - numoerr of ('onUS personnel In assignment class Lý

Conssdering the classeps separately we fintd
XI max (75,000, 48 =75,000

S~8000.
=max (15.000, 48 - ) -j 32,000

XI - max (0, 46 ) 40,000

or that 147e000 militarye personel are required in eonUSc

Klagan's model was depigned to account for several of the policies

and constraints causin the rotational imbalances--tour lengths, man-

power requirements by area, and eligibility factors. Personnel retention

rates are not considered by the Kagan model but do appear to signifi-

cantly affect the magnStude of the required rotation base. Inclusion
of personnel retention rates and of the simplest of the methods by

which the Air Force actually copes with rotational imbalances--reas-

signment belween specialties through cross-training--leads to the

initial RAND rotatroy base model.

RAND ROTATION BASE MODEL

The Kagan model computes the LonUS rotation base requirement for

each assignment class separately and then t btains the total ConUS mili-

tary personnel requirement by summing reqasirements in each assig.ent

class. Since this procedure does not considner substitutability, it
overstates the total military personnel requirecment induced by rotation.

Personnel can frequently be reassigned directly into related specialties.

Personnel can also be cross-trained and assivne.d from specialties re-

quired primarily in ConUS to specialties required primarily overseas.
Furthermore, aiimaen who receive cross-training in a new specialty do not

lose qualification in their former specialty, and can be reassigned in

either category.

The RAND model ignores prior trainiu•g and possession of more than

one specialty qualification, and concentrates only on the economies

possible by cross-training prior to reassignment,

The Air Force has continued to refine models which estima~te tile
required rotation base. These model developm~ents primarily involve.
redefinition of the eligibility factor rather than the inclusion of
cross-t raitilng. Wv- du not consider them turther in this Memorandum,
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For each assignment class (AFSC, skill level, and grade) and each

location, assu•ae that there is a known and constant personnel requirement

and a fixed tour length. A set of eligibility factors, *., can be

estimated that is a function of assignment policies and accession and

loss rates and that states the fraction of the personnel in CortS as-

sigisent class i who are eligible for overseas assignment. Thus (I - @i
of those present are ineligible for overseas 4ssignment. Assume also

that cross-training times, tij, can be estimated that indicate the

average time required to train a person in assignment class i into as-

signment class j. There are approximately 40 significant airman career

areas and approximately 10 overseas tour areas we must distinguish among.

By formulating the rotation base problem at this level of aggregation,

computation can be handled by existing network flow algorithms.

The introduction of cross-training and substitutability does not

affect rate of return from each overseas location, which must be at

least bi/lit but may allow surplus personnel in some classes to fill re-

quirements in others. Movement of personnel between different assignment

classes may require that a training pipeline be filled. For example,

if F-100 jet engine mechanics can be utilized as B-52 jet engine mechanics

after two months of training, and 500 men per month are reassigned from

F-100's to B-52's, 1000 people are in this training pipeline at any

point in time. The possible reduction in personnel requirements arises

from the existence of ConUS assignment classes with no overseas counter-

parts and overseas requirements with no ConUS counterparts.

With the introduction of cross-training and substitutability, the

rotation problem can be viewed as flow in a network of nodes and directed

arcs. The nodes represent the various assignment Mlasses at the various

geographic locations, and the arcs connect all pairs of nodes between

which an assignment is possible. While it initially may appear that

each node must be identified by two subscripts--an assignment class,

and an area- -Appendix A describes how the nodes may be numbered se-

quentially. This allows reference to ,ach node by a single subscript

and yet permits identification of the assignment class and location

corresponding to each node. With the assignment-class/tour-area pairs

renLunbered to index all nodes sequentially, let Y. be the, flow of p'rson-

n'el from node i ýo node i
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The problem described thu.s far is shown in Fig. I for three as-

signment classes and one overseas location. Utilizing the notation

previously developed, the roltation flow fromt each overseas base must be

b.
Y J for i overseas, since X z b4.

je ConUS i

The object of the model is to minimize the total military person-

nel requiremtnt. This total is composed of two elements. The first is

the nLvmber of individuals in training pipelines,

ijtijYij"

Assignment class ConUS Overseas

225

3

Fig. I -- Network description of example problem

The second is Y X. But for each node , i, at least enough personnel

must be present to match total outflow, y yij" Thus

i i j~



and the total personnel objec-ive function to be minimized is

(2 Ay + Et t iYiSij ij,

Minimizing (2) subject to (1) and the usual conservation of the
flow equazions in a nt.work is easily accomplished by several algorithms.

However, formulation of the network to insure that only e. percent of
i

the personnel at a ConUS node are assigned overseas requires some in-

genuity. Standard mathematical programming formulations allow con-

strairts on variables to be stated as functions of other unknown vari-

ables. It appears natural to express the constraint that only the

fraction a of the personnel at ConUS node i can be assigned overseas

as

ij i

But constraints on flows in networks must be stated as absolute numbers.

As a first step in dealing with eligibility constraints we assume that

the fraction a. of the number required at node i are eligible for as-1

signment overseas. If the number of personnel assigned to node i is

greater than b., the entire excess is assumed eligible for overseas as-
1

signment. The network construction which represents these conditions

is detailed in Appendix A.

Consider the example on page 9 together with the matrix of cross-

training times in Table 2.

Table 2

CROSS-TRAINIU TIMES
(In Weeks)

[Asgment Class

2L

3 8m 0 m m m mm (
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The requirements of the situation are shown in Fig. 2. Intuitively

one would expect to use the large supply of personnel in asslgTment

class 1 in ConUS to supply the class 3 requirements overseas.

Assignment cfss ConUS Overseas

75 ~h000 b4 =0

$b2 16 000 bs 8. 000

2 '

b3 0 b6 10,000

3 
K

Fig. 2 -- Network of example problem with cross-training

Figure 3 shows the optimal rotation flow calculated by the Fulkerson

Out-of-Kilter Algorithm. In this rotation pattern there are 3,796

personnel in training, 75,024 on duty at ConUS assigiiment class i, and

14,976 on duty at ConUS assignment class 2, a total required rotation

base of 93,796 as compared to 147,000 in the original independent ro-

tation base requirement. While this example is admittedly extreme,

it illustrates that substitutability considerations cannot be ignored

in estimating rotation base requirements.

D. R. Fulkerson, An Out-of-Kilter Method for Minimal Cost Flow
Problems, The RAND Corporation, F-1825, January 1960.

** Requirements are not exactly met in this example due to the
truncation that occurs in integer arithmetic.
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Assignment class ConUS Overseas

S~X, 75•,024

x 2 1496 ' . 004

2

3 0
Fig. 3 -- Optimal rotation flow considering cross-training

ACCESSIONS AND LOSSES

The Rotation Base Model further generalizes the Kagan model by

considering the personnel retention rate. The model assumes that person-

nel can be lost to the Air Force from any assignment class in any tour

area at a rate that is a known constant proportion of the requirement

at the location. To retain equilibrium ii. the system, new accessions

occur in sufficient quantity to meet all losses, and are drawn into

those ConUS assignment classes that lead to the minimum total personnel

requirement. That is, while losses are known once requirements are

known, the model optimizes accessions.

The inputs the model requires to account for losses are simply

average loss rates by assignment class, and the average lead time that

must transpire before a trainee is assigned to his first base as an

operational resource. To see how accession and loss rates affect the

rotation base computed in Fig. 3, note the example in Fig. 4. A-swmv

the loss rates for all assignment classes are 10 percent annually and

Sa s g m n Iv p re t In~l ]I
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the accession lead times for this example are 20 weeks. The loss rates

of 10 percent cause the requirement to increase by 2295 personnel.

Nuimber of personnel lost

.21
Accession,._ /Ls

Pig. 4 -- Example problem with retention considered

Note that the effect the retention rate in an AFSC has on the

rotation base depends on fungibility and also on the geographical

balance of requirements. It is always desirable to retain transfer-

able personnel; however, low retention rates are acceptable in nun-

retrainable AESCs required overseas but surplus in ConUS. Note that

when losses are considered, personnel in ConUS assignment class 2

always arrive there after a tour in ConUS assignment class I and a

tour in overseas assignment class 2.

"TOUR ALTERNATION POLICIES

In practice, personnel returning to ConUS from short-tour areas

overseas are generally assigned to long-tour areas on their next over-

seas assignment. This "tour alternation" practice is so far accounted

for only in the eligibility tactor.
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A paper on Army personnel assignment policies by Sorenson in-

cluides the variables of the Kagan model and, in addition, controls

the portion of the force that can be assigned between various areas.

The Sorenson model handles the "alternation" constraints by increasing

the ntnmber of tour areas or states in the network description of the

rotation process. Assume there are two overseas areas and that as-

signroents can be of only three types:

1. Area I to ConUS to either Area I or Area 2
2. Area 2 to ConUS to Area I
3. Area 2 to ConUS to Area 2

Policy constraints can be introduced by specifying the maximum per-

centage of the force that can receive assignments of type 1, 2, or 3.

For instance, let 82 and 3 specify the percentage of the force that

may receive assignment patterns 2 and 3. Figure 5 presents the network

description of this situation.

Fig. 5 -- Network description of controlled tours

Sorenson, op. cit.

n 3 .00
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In the Sorenson paper the policy constrairLs "re specified as

equalities and there is no minimization 'Kt : mve. For various nu-

merical values of the policy parameters, other measures of system

performance are derived.

Introducing tour alLernation constraints in the RAND model can

be accomplished by increasing the size and complexity of the rotation

network. This can be done by splitting the ConUS tour area into M - I

tour area pairs (ConUS, Overseas tour arta i), i ý 2, ... , M - 1,

where it is necessary to control return assignments from any of the

M - 1 overseas tour areas into any of M - I overseas tour areas,

Again let b, = number of personnel r .,,red in tour area i.

ii . tour length in location i.

X, - number of personnel present in location i.
1

yij = personnel flow from location i to location j.

Since the number of personnel required at each location is not less

than bi. Xi ; b . Total flow out of each overseas location is X. i/

or X, = Li yj i overseas, and thus

Sb .
Yij ;Z1- for i overseas.

3 i

Arcs would then connect node i to each ConUS "tour area," and these

arcs would he upper bounded by the number that could be reassigned to

overseas tour area j following an intervening ConUS tour from tour

area i. From (ConUS, tour area i) arcs would lead only to assignments

in overseas tour area i.

With the assumption that the number eligible for some tour is a

fraction of the number required at a node, the alternation policy con-

straints can be stated as yij .h .jbi" The model will then minimize

the total number of military personnel required to support the overseas

bases, and this minimization will be accomplished subject to require-

ment constraints, rotation constraints, and the tour alternation policy

constraints.

It is apparent that decomposing one state into several states, and

imposing additional constraints on personnel flow can only increase the

minimum value of the objective function. That is, making assignment

policies more restrictive creates a requirement for a larger rotation base.
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APPLICATIONS OF THE ROTATION BASE MODEL

The model described here is a tool to yield an estimate of the

rotation base requirement given tour lengths, manpower requirements,

eligibility factors, and cross-training times. -The model can obviously

be used solely to derive this estimate. The estimate can be obtained

by dealing with all career fields of the Air Force simu ltaneously or,

for finer detail, by dealing sequentially with associated groups of

AFSCs. In the former case one would expect cross-training between

major career fields to be minimal. The decompositions treated in the

second approach would be suggested by analyzing a matrix of cross-

training times.

Parametric analyses of tour lengths, eligibility factors, nu-

merical requirements, and even rotation policy or command reorganization

are also possible with the model. If, for example, certain positions

are to be eliminated from the Air Defense Command, the Rotation Base

Model will indicate how this will affect the rotation base and will

also indicate where the problems occur. There are two alternative

methods of meeting overseas requirements in any assignment class. One

is to retain a pool of personnel in that class in ConUS; the other is

to cross-train ConUS personnel into that class. If cross-training into

some assignment class is prohibitively long, it will be economical to

retain appropriate personnel in ConUS--even if their specialty is not

required in ConUS. This generates an "excess" of personnel.

There are elements concerning rotation that have not been intro-

duced in this discussion but that can easily be included explicitly in

the formulation. These elements include training school capacities,

cross-training costs, pipeline times, and introduction of tour al-

ternation policies by creating additional "states."

The Rotation Base Model is relatively fast, simple to use, and

produces self-explanatory output. Input data exist and are already

used for estimating the required rotation base. With proper under-

standing of its assumptions and criteria, this model can be helpful

in analyzing rotation policy.
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Appendix A

UAM2ITATIVE AND LOGICAL STRUCTURE OF TH1,

ROTATION RASE VODEL

The Rotation Baje Model described in this Memorandum obtains more

accurate estimates by considering substitutability between AFSCs.

Personnel in one AFSC may be entered into training for assignment to

another AFSC. This Appendix provides the mathematics describing this

view of the rotation process and indicates the network structure equiva-

lent to these mathematical statements.

One may wonder why it is necessary or desirable to formulate this

problem as a network flow problem when it very obviously is a straight-

forward linear programming problem. In a rotation problem with 50 as-

signment classes and 20 tour areas, there may easily be many thousands

of variables and constraints. A problem of this size is simply not

amenable to solution and a variety of sensitivity analyses, given com-

putational equipment now available. Using the Out-of-Kilter algorithm,

however, a network flow problem consisting of several thousand arcs can

be solved rapidly. Mobeovei, in performing sensitivity analyses, the

Out-of-Kilter algorithm, which is a primal-dual algorithm, can be

started with a previous optimal soluti( n, thereby diminishing time re-

quired to obtain a new optimal solution.

Thus, while there are computational efficiencies to be gained from

posing the problem as flow in a network, formulating constraints requires

more care. We have already pointed out (p. 13) that in a network one vari-

able cannot be constrained as some function of another variable. More-

over, constraints on sums of flows in a network cannot be imposed

directly. In a linear programming problem a constraint of the form

b.Z1
_3 1

is straightforward. In a network, however, only constraints on indi-

vidual arc flows may be imposed. Therefore, to deal with flow on a

group of arcs emanating from some node, J, one must introduce an



artificial node, i', and an arc (i, i t ). The group constraint may
then be written

bt
y ..

Yii L

Assume that all bases have been aggregated into M "Lour areas" of

the same tour length and tour type, and that the tour areas are indexed

by J. Assume that K assignment classes (groups of AFSCs, grades and

skill levels considered together) may be present at each of the M tour

areas. There are then KxM assignment-class/tour-area pairs, or nodes.

A The KxM nodes can be indexed sequentially by column, i = 1, 2, ... K,

K + 1, ... , KxM.

For each node, i, originating in an assignment-class/tour-area

pair, (k, j), let [i] denote either the assignment class k, or the tour

area j, corresponding to node i. The context will make clear which is

desired.

Ler bi = number of personnel required in assignment class Li]
in tour area Li].

X, = number of personni assigned to assignment class [ii
i n t o ,r a r e a i . - -

t= standard tour length in overseas area [i].

11 = average ConUS tour length served by personnel in

assignment class k.

= percentage in assignment class k eligible for overseas

assiLnment.

= number of per-innnel moving from node i to node j per

unit time.

t_ = time required to cross-train personnel from assignment

Il C n

For example, assigrxnent-class/tour-area pair (k, j) yields the
node index K(j - 1) + k. Node index i yields the assignment class i
mod K, or if i mod K - 0, then k - K. Node index i yields the location
i/K if k n K, or i/K + I if k < K.

Since the problew is formulated in terms of flows in a network,
X. is an artificial construct and never actually appears during the
optimization. Following the optimization Xi is computed for each node i
by the relationship Xi L1i yij, and this value is indicated in the
output reports. i
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Using this notation, the number of Individuals in each assignment

class must meet reqiremL-nts,

X bi, for every node _.
i1

As noted previously, personnel must leave overseas tour areas and

return to ConUS at a rate that depends on the overseas tour length;

y i bi!L for each overseas node, i.
j7 ConUS

The model assumes that all training takes place in ConUS. It

attempts to meet manpower requirements at all areas while using mini-

mum total manpower. Total manpower includes personnel In training,

personnel assigned to meet requirements, and personnel excess to ConUS

requirements but necessary in ConUS to support the rotation flow.

If personnel are in training between an AFSC required overseas

and in AFSC required in ConUS, the model requires that sufficient addi-

tional personnel be made available to fill the training pipeline. This

manpower component is

i j yij

for all flow.., Yi.,, reflectin6 assignment against reqizireme-,ts.

Recall that X. denotes the r:imber of individuals assigned to an as-1

signment-class/tour-area pair, i. The second component of manpower is then

Z X, and the total personnel objection function to be minimized is

i i j

If more personnel are available at a ConUS node than are required --

that is, only to support rotational flow -- the model allows those

individuals to be entered into training pipelines for assignments to

other AFSCs without requiring additional manpower to fill the pipelines.

The assumption is that since they are excess in ConUS they can attend

school prior to completing the normal tour. The cost in this case for

a reassignment from AFSG' i in ConUS to AFSC j overseas should he
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2 42Max(, ti), where £' is; the average ConUS tour length for excess
S2 1

personnel; but for simplicity we assume I2 is equal to IL and is always
I• i

greater than t,.. It is thls less-costly substitutability of someL3
classes of excess pesionnel in CoaUS that makes manpower economies

possible within this model and within the Air Force.

In a network problem, flow constraints may not be imposed on suus

or groups of flows, but only on individual flows. The constraint (1)

is treated by creating an "artificial" node, i', and imposing the con-

straint

Yii Ž b/I.

The "cost," lit is imposed on the arc (i, i'), thereby indicating that

when b /1I personnel leave node i each period, the number of personnel
i i

present at node i to support their flow is

.i b.IL. =bit

thus meeting requirements.

In dealing with ConUS nodes, three conditions arise. Flow overseas

is restricted by the eligibility of the AFSC group for rotation: ConUS

requirements in the AFSC must be met; and if excess personnel are present,

they must he made available for training at reduced manpowei cost.

Figure 6 indicates the treatment of ConUS nodes for these condi-

tions. To insure that requirements at ConUS nodes are met, an artifi-

cial node j' is constructed for each ConUS node j, and a lower bound of

b/Pl is placed on the arc (j, j'). This insures that b people are3 ] 3

present at j.

The iower bound
(1- •j / 1j

on the arc (j', j) insures that of the personnel required at j, no more

than the eligible fraction, n. - l./I., are assigned overseas.
1 323

If overst•as r•qticements dictate that this ConUS assignment class,

j, just supply more pt.ersonnel each time period than o. - b/.Z , person-

n, l in exccss of h. :ntist he assi gud at node J. This is accomplished.1
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To Ovenseos__~~~ _ _7•

From ovýe.seas 5  . o -vVne

Additional personel required C "
to support rotation

o veroge ftow length of required personel in ConUS assignment class
corresponding to node j

_b lower bound on personnel flow, 0 unles stated

ubh upper bound on peruonnel flow, o unless stated

C cost, 0 unlem stated

b = requirements at node j

Oj =percentage eligible to rotate overseas in assignment clam corr"sponding
to node j

Fig. 6 -- Network treatment of flow at ConUS nodes

by creating the artificial node j' "which becomes a Nource of additional

personrel, and upper bounding the arc (J', j) by the requirement,
Ih'/.. In effect the additional personnel assigned to node j are then

33
assumed to be completely eligible for overseas assignrment. That is,

? = k for bk personnel, and

I' = 1 for Xk - bk personnel.

Flow from node j to node k requires that a manpower pipeline of
length tjk be filled, Thus, every arc (j', k) has the cost t jk The

arc (j, j') has the cost I., indicating that to obtain one man per time

unit through node j, one must keep 2 men at the node. Note that when-

ever tjk > 0 the model will find it less costly in manpower to fill a

requirement at node k fromi node j (c = 2 than f'om node

(c = I + t .). The economy may arist, if .Y . /1, the. ivai .ablej k"_ j ,
resourcet at j, is sufficient to meCt a'yqirements at O rse'las edtes

corres polding to assignment class [j.
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Personnel retention is considered by assumin- that a constant

percentage of the manpower required at a base, bi, is continuously lost

Lt the Air Force. Let X be the loss rate of personnel at all bases

in assignment class j. The magnitude of the loss from each node is

Lhen X.. b . The artificial node, j- , associated with each overseas

node then has an arc connected to a "loss" node, and flow en this loss

arc is lower bounded by X5 b1 . Losses at ConUS nodes may occur from

either j" or Jf personnel; therefore, each ConUS node j has associated

with it a third node, j"., with an arc (J', j''') accounting for the

lohs of required personnel and an arc (J'', J"') accounting for the

loss of excess personnel. The arc connecting j to the loss node is

lowe: bounded by \,.b.. To allow accessions to balance the system,

the loss node is connected to the accession node, and arcs connect the

accession node to those ConUS assignment classes to which new personnel

may be assigned. Since time is required for a new accession to become

qualified for a ConUS assignment, the arcs connecting the accession

node and ConUS nodes carry costs that are the training lead times for

the particular AFSC and skill level. This treatment of losses is

indicated in Fig. 7.

ConUS nodes
r -tA• 1 A i•~~........... .... . ,

From accession To loss

Overseas rno( Cl /6 A

From accession " To loss

Fig. 7 -- Treatment of retention in one network
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The simple conceptual network (Fig. 3) describing the rotation

process becomes quite cumbersome in practice. Since assignment arcs

are permitted whenever reassignment actions are possible, the number

of arcs can proliferate furiously, and might easily overload the capac-

ity of existing computers. To control this situation the model permits

reassignment actions (arcs) only when t4j ._ T, where T is an upper

bound on cross-training time specified by the user. Thus in a fairly

complex analysis, T might be set at 10 weeks rather than 30 wenks to

control the number of cross-training possibilities, and hence the

number of arcs.

Once the network is formulated the model utilizes tLe Fulkerson

Out-of-Kilter algorithm to determine the minimum manpower required.

The conceptual rotation network has been described. The actual

program implementing the Rotation Base Model consists of three parts.

The first portion accepts data inputs by assignment class and base,

aggregates to tour areas, and creates the network of nodes and arcs.

Given the basic input data the program first distinguishes between

ConUS and overseas bases. It then creates tour areas by aggregating

personnel requirements by assignment class at all bases of the same

tour length and type. The assignment-class/tour-area pair b-omes a

node, while the aggregated personnel requirements, the tour length,

and the loss rate determine the number of individuals who must rotate

out of the node each month. By considering a matrix of cross .rainibg

times, the program determines those assignment-class/tour-area combina-

tions between which rotation is possible, and constructs all necessi..,

arcs. The second portion uses the Out-of-Kilter algorithm to compute

optimal personnel flow. The third portion is a report generator that

produces requested manpower reports,

The program is writ--en in FORTRAN I% and has been used on the

RAND 7040/7044 system. It is currently dimensioned to handle 50 as-

signment classes and 20 tour areas, but this is arbitrary. The pr'mary

constraint on problem size is the number of possible arcs. The 32,000-

word memory of the I&M 7044 will only permit corsideration of about

2500 arcs.

Fulkerson, op. cit.
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Appendix B

Ilb'UT DATA, OUTPUT P140RTS, AND PROGRAM CONTROL

TIe Rotation Base ?Iodel requires four sets of data: manpower

requirements, eligibility/availability factors, cross-training infer-

nation, and loss rates and accesslon lead times.

MAN-POWER REQUIREMENT DATA

The manpower requirement data identify the base (ar tour area)

name, tour length, tour type (used to distinguish between tour areas

of the same length), AFSC designation, AFSC group, or name of the

assignrn.nt class, and the personnel required in that assignment class

in that tour area.

Data of this type are shown in Table. 3, Appendix C. The input

format for requirement data is shown in Fig 8.

ELIGIBILITY/AVAILABILITY FACTORS

Not everyone in a ConUS assignment class can he rotated overseas.

Personnel in student status, pending separations, cortrolled tours,

recent additions, and other categories cannot be utilized. For each

assignment class, the eligibility/availability factors state the

averige percentage of the ConUS based class that can be assigned

overseas. A tour length estimate for this class is also required.

This estimate is denoted the effective tour length, and is the average

number ,f months this class spend&. in CoiUS prior to the next overseas

tout.

Table 4, Appendix C, shows a list of eligibility factors and

effective tour lengths The input format for this data is contained

in Fig. 9.

CROSS-TRAINI NG DATA

The Notat ion 'Bas e Model perulits assignmen't of personnel between

mlass-.' ,ý 'b.,nevt i,11s is a' -. ,,ed I; cross-training This data input

is tic 1 inle, in weekls, reqtiired to train an Airinan irom one class to

' o 1 0 1- C



Each base card is followed by its assignment class requirements cards.

Base card

Ir
Base Nan1.__________________ or tj

OsdO4567O~l type ~545-~489

Assignment class requirements cards

Po'qiTIC

:1.W, Assign ment cass Numrber of if base
nanle personnel IS Isn

required Conus

A7 15 i

'7'23245 ~1210 121 C3 > 2

Fig. 8 - Manpower requiremetic data by base and assignment class

Percentage Eff~cci,ý Conii S

inl (ANOUS tour len~ih, in
Assignment class as~ailabkc morin hi for

designator Or ovrscas personnel
assi nment r quired . ....

in th; 1`

A 7 F .:3I J
61003104105106'070§ý14 *1h2131* ' 61 1

21517 1I0i1 141'6 122 2

Fig. 9 -- Eligibility factors for overseas assignments and
effective tour lengths by assigýninent class
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A matrix of cross-training times is shown in Table 6, Appendix C.

The input format for this training data appears in Fig. 10.

LOSS RATES AND ACCESSION LEAD TLMES

The model assumes that personnel in each assignment _lass at each

location continually leave the Air Force to return to civilian life.

Assumed also is that this loss rate may differ between assignment

classes, but is constant within an assignment class across bases, and

represents the annual fraction of the total class iost to the Air Force.

Losses are compensated for by new accessions. The accessions are

assigned only to ConUS locations and only after an appropriate lead

time. Thus, each assignment class calls for a lead time, in weeks,

that reflects all actions required to bring a recruit up to operational

status in the assignment. Figure 11 represenLs the input format for

these data.

All program input data can be printed out in report form These

reports contain data already described and are listed below.

1. Manpower requirements by tour area and assignment class.

2. Cross-training times.

3. Eligibility factors and effective tour lengths by assignment
class.

4. Loss rates and accession lead times by assignment class.

There are also reports describing the number, type, and location of

personnel in the system after a solution has been obtained.

5. Total number of personnel in each assignment class assigned
to each tour area. Personnel in ConUS who are required in
that assignment class only to support rotation are shown as

excess.

6. Monthly assignments of personnel from each ConUS assignment
class to all assignment classes and tour areas. One report
is printed for each assignment class with personnel assigned

to ConUS. Movements of required and excess personnel are

indicated separately.

7. Monthly assignments of personnel to each ConUS assignment
class from all assignment classes and tour areas. One report
is printed for each assignment class with personnel assigned

to ConUS.

8. Monthly personnel losses by assignment class and tour area,

I
_lmm mmm mmmm mmm mmmm mmm mmmm mmm mmI



REPEATED FIELD)S

personnelI Cal, bt pcrsonnri c~aJ bt cross-:aining persoinne can b~e Cross-trin mgJ

trained from this tratined Into this tme, xrained into this time,

assignmenlt class assignsmenlt class ins weeks Assignmrenlt class ti wek

A7 A7?1 A7_I

L) 1020304 60 9111112 1314115161 7118119j202122 3124ý2,5161722/1114Jl f3 3445 0

Fig. 10 -- Cro~ss-training data

Assignment clasi Annual Lead time in

designator loss rate weeks for flew

A'? F4. 2

011 19;iojll!1 b7 CO ~l 09!I a 9t03I3;33 3456"

Fig. 11 -- Input for-mat for accessions and losses
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9. Monthly input of new accessions by assignment class.

10. Detailed description of the entire rotation neLwork.

These ten reports can be selected through the reportr control card shown

in Fig. 12. The program prints out several other self-explanatory

reports when necessary.

Certain control data the model requires must dlso be supplied.

These data are described below. The input format for this data is

shown in Fig. 13.

1. The FORTRAN input unit from which manpower requirement data
are to be read.

2. The FORTRAN input unit from which cross-training data are to
be read.

3. The system utility (tape or disc) unit that can be used for
temporary storage during program execution.

4, The FORTRAN output unit on which the network description can
be saved, if desired.

5. A decision variable that determines whether accession and
loss data are to be introduced and used in the rotation
situation,

6. Within the model assignment possibilities are introduced
whenever cross-training makes this possible. Reassignment
will not be allowed if the required cross-training time is
above some upper bound. This upper bound, in weeks, must
be stated.

The input data may also include a title card containing any 72

characters of alphabetic and numeric information in Cols. I to 72.

Arrangement of the input data sections is shown in Fig. 14. Each

section must be completed by d card with "END" in Cols. I to 3.

,iarrpo-. r L"ris- f,1$ .s rat s A SLtgnril , Mon hih)> p, f3-ml- I Mon r hi)t M0. hly DX aitd

q triinuiI! fd,• ()rr ad ' f p. rsonnt a mSigmm [m pt rto• w, •In t 41 dc -lcriptiu}n
by tour arv. ti.cs ciivu• i,'ad (Intss by ,Istc$ by Ar.c. uno, I- the ".

and ti.;Ur -nrll by iss$gn r itu n r ; ruhrn F asf h ilsmnvnt bV roorat,11

ASIgnrrun'm rby I1S1g- aSiS anlu stir i a, and tlui't to -. F-u as CWla and tiAt,.n n e t.worik

"JlaIt ni clas, I l C t. It ,., dI(-a I IL.4t. a 111 ( 0rd1'S ro.t anar A 1

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10

Fig. 12 -- Report control card
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FORTRAN input unit -I- It Up1•I b•und
..acceion & on allowed

For resding For reading For vrorting ut output of loss data iC •024-uiiWIng

baw data co-lraining temporlay intttmedLate to be uwd ime .

data data aetwork dat, in weeks

1 212 112 12 12

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

" 1 4 0 7 0o I .. .....

Fig. 13 -- Model control card

•••~ACCESSION AND LOSS DATA\,ll

END

TRAINING DATA

=iFEND

MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS

Fig. 14 -- Input data arrangement
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Appendix C

AN ILLUSTRATIVE ROTATION PROBLEM

The following hypothetical rotation problem illustrates the use

of the Rotation Base Model. Assume that each of the AFSC grouips listed

constitutes an assignment class, and that geographical manpower re-

quirements are given by Table 3.

Table 3

GEOGRAPHICAL MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS

- Pacific SEA USAFE Misc
AFSC ConUS (24-mo tour) (13-mo tour) (24-mo tour) (24-mo tour)

206X0 7000
605X0 9500 I
645X0 3500 2000
647X0 5500
303X0 7000 1500 1000 250 100
304XO 4000 100 2500 150 235

702X0 4000 200 300 500 750
291X0 100 1500 750

202X0 1000 1000 100
461X0 500 6500 200 500

ConUS tour lengths and overseas eligibility factors for each

assignment class are shown in Table 4.

Table 4

TOUR LENGTH AND ELIGIBILITY FACTORS FOR CONUS PERSONNEL

ConUS Percentage Eligible
Tour Length For Overseas

AFSC (Months) Assignment

206X0 30 0.65
605X0 30 0.70
645X0 30 0.65
647X0 30 0.65
303X0 22 0.35
304X01 22 0.40
702X0 22 0.70
291X0 22 0.40
2 0 2 X0  22 05
461X___ 22_____ 0.35
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Assume that no cross-training or assignment between AFSC groups

is permitted and that no personnel are lost to the system--retention

rates are 100 percent in all AFSCs. Table 5 shows the minimum number

of personnel required in this situation by AFSC and location. The

total personnel required is 88,323, of which 20,460 are excess to

ConUS requirements but needed to support rotation.

Table 5

PERSONNEL AT EACH ASSIGNMENT CLASS/TOUR AREA

Tour Area

AFSC ConUS Pacific SEA USAFE Misc. Total

206X0 7,020 7,020
605X0 9,480 9,480
645X0 4,680 4,6801,170a

647X0 5,580 5,580
303X0 8,096 1,560 15,041 312 96 11,078
304X0 6,380 96 2,535 216 312 10,397858a

702X0 4,004 216 338 528 840 5,926
291X0 96 1,521 840 5,889

3,432a

202X0 1,032 1,014 96 4,892

461X0 528 6,591 216 528 20,183

Total 65,770 3,528 15,041 2,208 1,776 88,323

aExcess to ConUS requirement.

CROSS-TRAINING

If cross-training and assignment between AFSCs are permitted,

the total number of personnel required should be reduced. Assume

cross-training times are given by Table 6 and that all other data

remain the same. Table 7 shows the resulting optimal assignment of

personnel. In addition to the 79,350 personnel assigned to bases,

1,655 are in training pipelines. This yields a total requirement of

81,005 personnel, compaved with 88,323 with no cross-training.
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Table 6

CROSS-TRAINLNG TIMES IN WEEXS

605X0 0 4 12

645X12 12
647X0 4 0 0 4 12

303XO 12

702X0 10 4 4 12 J0 4 4f 8
291X0 4 4 12 12 4 0 10 12
202X0 6 4 6 0
461X0 .4 12 12 4__ 0

The personnel movements between all tour areas and AFSCs are

cumbersome to depict in a diagram. The model provides a separate

report of the total number moving from each ConUS AFSC to all AFSCs

in all tour areas, and from all overseas tour areas and AFSCs returning

to each ConUS AFSC.

Table 7

PERSONNEL AT EACH ASSIGNMENT-CLASS/TOUR-AREA
WHEN CROSS-TRAINING IS ALLOWED

Tour Area-

AFSC ConUS Pacific SEA .USAFE Misc. Total

206X0 7,020 7,020
605X0 9,480 9,480
645X0 3,510 2,028 5,531
647X0 5,580 5,580

303X0 11,242 1,560 1,014 312 96 i4 308
84 a

304X0 4,004 96 2,535 216 312i 7,-63
702X0 4,004 216 338 528 840 5,926
291X0 96 1,521 840 3,264

80"
20202X0 1,032 1,014 96 2,142
461X0 528 6,591 216 528 18,929

'11,066

Total 56,797 3,528 15,0_41 2,208 1,776 79,350

Excess to ConJUS eL'q ilrcmunts.



ACCESSIONS AND LOSSES

Assume that in addition to the situation considered thus far we

recognize personnel are lost to the Air Force according to the loss

schedule in Table 8, and that lead times for new accessions are as

shown in that table.

Table 8

LOSS RATES, LEAD TIMES FOR NET ACCESSIONS

Annual Lead Times
AFSC Loss Rate (Weeks)

206XOj 0.50 10
605X0 0.50 18
647X0 0O50 s0

647X0 0:50 V
303X0 0.50 11
304X0 0.50 9
702X0 0.50 9
291X0 0.50 i0
202X0 O. 50 10

461X01 0.50 1i

One would intuitively expect the total number the system requires

to increase as the loss rates increase. This is in fact the case.

Table 9 indicates that 78,885 personnel are assigned at all bases, plus

7530 personnel in training pipelines, yielding a total requirement of

86,415 compared to 81,005 in the previous casewhich did not consider

losses.

The introduction of accessions and losses raises interesting points.

Note that loss rates of 50 percent in all AFSCs increase the total Man-

power requirement by only 6 percent, and that the number of personnel

assigned to ConUS AFSCs actually decreases. Table 10 explains this

decrease in ConUS assignees by indicating chat personnel losses in

ConUS occur from the excess. In this extreme example it is possible

to man the ConUS requirements with new enlistees in onl1y 9 to 12 weeks.

The model, therefore, finds it optimal to bring in new personnel for

ConUS assignments, reassign them overseas, r-turn them to ConUS and

discharge them.

.........
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Table 9

PERSONNEL AT EACH ASSIGNWMN-CLASS/TOUR-A-REA
WHEN ACCESSIONS AND LOSSES ARE CONSIDERED

Tour Area

AFSC. CnUS Qaiic SEA SAE Isc Total

206X0 7,020 7,020
605X0 9 , 4 80 9,480
645X0 3,510 2,028 5,538
647X0 5 .580 5,580
303X0 7,062 1,560 1,014 312 96 10,044
304X0 6,380 96 2,535 216 312 22,289

12 
,75092

702X0 4,004 216 338 528 840 5,926
29190M 96 1,521 840 2,457
202X0 1,032 1,014 96 2,688

546a_
461X0 528 6,591 216 528 7,863

Total 56,332 3,528 [15,041 2,208 1 1,7761 j78,885

a Excess to ConUS requirements

Table 10

MONTHLY LOSSES BY AFSC AND TDUR AREA

Tour Area

AFSC _ ConUSa Pacific SEA USAFE Misc.

206X0 290
605X0 394
e45X0 143 82
647X0 225
303X0 290 61 39 9
304X0 165 104 O 4 9
702X0 165 9 17 30
291XO 61 0
202X0 39 39
4611X0 17 269 17

aAll losses in this column art, due to

exLcess porsonnul.



The pattern of new accessions is shown in Table 11,

Table 11

ACCESSION OF NEW PERSONNEL

AF SC No./lMonth

206X0 .... . 446
605X0 .. ... .
645X0...............152
647X0...............347
303XO................351
304XO................949
702xO..................27

291X0...............

461X0...............

F.4.gures 15a, 15b, and 15c suggest how optimal personnel moveme-its

change as additional factors are included. Figure l~a indicates AF'SC

groups 303XO and 304X0, and movements between the five tour areas.

Figure 15b shows Lhc personnel [low in those AFSCs and areas when cross-

training is permitted but accessions and losses are not. Notice that

ConUS AiFSC 303XO supplies much of the ovcrseas requirement for overseas

AFSC 304X0.

Figure 15c indicates personnel movements out of GonLIS when acce:s-

sions and losses are considered. Ff-or clarity, losses are cnly indicated

fror, theý nisece!lancous tour area. In reality they occur in all areas.

While return £ lowýs to ConUTS are omitted from Fig, 15c, the reports

-ndic atte thIi-t t hen' isý: no p)e:rsoinnel movement f rom ovt-rskeas back to

CLnUS iTSC 30!4X0. Ths he picture thu it emerges is oneý of 9'+9 new,

enlIis tees pot -Ionth moving into t rainiing for GenUS AFSC 3iJ.ý.Xk). In

this example training require'S only 9 wee Ps. Feollowing It22-rnont!L

toui in ConUS , AFSC 30z-X0 p~rs-or-nnel ire' re aS i giWed to' It her AISCL S

overseas sinc-e the c~ross-training table indicates ':tis tp, \jol reL-

a1,srgne1Mnt is possible in a nu.mber of eaises. Rather than r~~~n

ove'r'seas jpe.rsonneIV to GonLýS iC).XO (uncsaYbU-eaesi 0.1 lti s

low ConUS requiremewnts indal-.t ,e bV >etrw'-oI

t he ode I dii se' h1. Are o , S .-t t, i- - ,-,-m ; P ;
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Analysis of this type for sel•-cttd 'Ups cOf ATSCs may indicate
significant assignment constraints and p iries that the Rotation
Base Model ignores. This will then ied3( to model refinements and
a more useful operating tool.
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